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1. The basic definitions 
In a previous attempt to formalize parametricity in polymorphism, a subject called 
“functorial polymorphism” was introduced by Bainbridge, Freyd, Scedrov and Scott. 
The basic idea was to interpret variable types as functors and terms as “dinatural 
transformations”. This semantics successfully suggested further equations for higher- 
order lambda calculus but did not capture all that seems to be involved in the notion 
of parametricity. 
Several attempts have been made to strengthen the notion of dinatural transforma- 
tion. The point of departure in this work is to generalize the notion of fun&or. We 
arrive at a new subject, called “the theory of structors”. 
We will show (i) that both covariant and contravariant functors may be construed 
as structors, (ii) that dinatural transformations between bifunctors may be 
construed as transformations between structors, and (iii) that the exponentiation 
of structors is naturally defined. We will use these facts to interpret polymorphism in 
a sufficiently parametric way to allow intrinsic definitions of the standard basic data 
types. 
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A structor S from category A to category B is a function from the maps of A to 
diagrams in B that carries a mapf: A+B in A to a span in B, that is, a diagram of the 
form 
Sf 
SA SB. 
If f is an identity map then the diagram should consist only of identity maps. It is 
to be understood that SA and SB depend only on the objects A and B. 
A more formal (and equational) definition: S is a pair (1, r) of functions from A to 
B such that 
r(rf) = r(tf), 
where s and t denote the source and target operators. (In moving from the formal to 
the diagrammatic definition, we define Sfto be s(lf). And SA is s(lA), SB is s(lB), where 
A and B are understood to denote identity maps.) 
Yes, it is true that the definition of structor does not make use of the category 
structure - other than the source-target information - on A and B. We could have 
defined structors between graphs. The next definition does use the category structure 
on B. 
A transformation from S to another structor T (also from A to B) is a function from 
A to B such that, for everyf: A-B in A, we obtain a commutative diagram 
SA-Sf-SB 
I I . 
TA-Tf-TB, 
where the vertical lines denote the values of the transformation. The central line is the 
transformation at f: The outer lines are the values at the identity maps of A and B. 
Sfv(A, B) denotes the category of structors from A to B. 
With F, a covariant functor from A to B, we associate the structor that sends 
f: A+B to the span: 
FA 
1 Ff 
FA FB. 
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Transformations between the associated structors are in natural correspondence 
with transformations between the covariant functors. We may construe the functor 
category (A, I?) as a full subcategory of ,%(A, B), i.e. the full subcategory of covariant 
structors. 
Contravariant functors are handled similarly. If F is contravariant then the asso- 
ciated contravariant structor sends f: A-+B to the span 
FB 
Ff 
A 
1 
FA FB. 
The intersection of the full subcategories of covariant structors and contravariant 
structors is the full subcategory of locally constant structors, structors in which all 
value-maps are identity maps. (Such structors are necessarily constant on the connec- 
ted components of A.) The full subcategory of constant structors is isomorphic with 
B and we will identify them notationally. 
Let F be a bifunctor from A to B, contravariant in the first variable, covariant in the 
second. (The canonical example is the bifunctor from an arbitrary category A to Sets 
that sends the pair of objects A, B to the set (A, B) of maps from A to B.) F gives rise to 
two structors: The left diagonalization of F, denoted as V F, is the structor that sends 
f:A+B to 
FBA 
FJ’A 
/\ 
FBf 
FAA FBB. 
The right diagonalization - if it exists ~ of F, denoted as F V, is the structor that sends 
f: A-+B to the upper half of the pullback diagram 
J \ 
FAA FBB 
LJ 
FAB. 
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The usual definition of a &natural transformation from F to another bifunctor G is via 
the “mystic hexagon”: 
FBA 
FAA FBB 
GAB, 
where the vertical lines denote the values of the transformation. Assuming that B has 
pullbacks, one may easily check that the set of dinatural transformations from F to 
G is in natural correspondence with the set of structor transformations from VF to 
GI. The notorious difficulty with dinaturals is evident here. They do not compose. 
The frustration has been that although dinaturals do not compose (and, therefore, do 
not form a category), they do allow something of the calculus of Cartesian closed 
categories. As shown later, structors allow a resolution of the problem. 
Any covariant functor may be construed as a bifunctor constant in the con- 
travariant variable. The left and right diagonalizations of such a bifunctor yield the 
same structor. It is the structor previously associated with a covariant functor; 
similarly for contravariant functors. 
Right diagonalizations are examples of tabular structors, namely, those structors 
with the property that all spans are tables, that is, pairs of maps which are jointly 
monomorphic, i.e. such that the induced map from Sf to the product SA x SB is 
a monomorphism.’ If S is tabular then any structor transformation T-S is deter- 
mined by its behavior on objects, i.e. its values of the form TA-+SA. This fact is, of 
course, used in establishing the correspondence between dinaturals from F to G on the 
one hand, and structor transformations from V F to G V, on the other. 
’ A tabular structor from A to B may be viewed as a function from the maps of A to the “relations” of B. 
Even if B is a regular category and we may turn the relations into a category of relations, we do not require 
that tabular structors preserve composition. Right diagonalizations do not preserve but only “semi- 
preserve” composition: GV(jLL) contains (but does not equal) the composition of GV,f and Gly. Even 
requiring such a ser : preservation would be a mistake. Assuming again that B is regular, the full 
subcategory of tab,. ;tructors is reflective. The reflection of a left diagonalization semi-preserves 
composition in a se,i.*. opposite to that of a right diagonalization. 
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The identity dinutural from F to F is, in fact, not the identity map in the category of 
structors. It is the unique transformation from V F to F V whose behavior on objects 
consists only of identity maps. 
2. Some basic examples 
Throughout this section, let H denote the canonical example of a bifunctor from 
A to Sers, that is, let HAB = (A, B), the set of maps from A to B. To see that the identity 
dinatural does not yield an isomorphism between structors, consider the canonical 
dinatural from the constant bifunctor valued as a one-element set, 1, to H, i.e. the 
unique transformation whose behavior on objects carries 1 to the identity map in 
HAA, each A. This transformation may be factored through the identity dinatural iff 
A is a groupoid; that is, if there exists 1 + V H such that 1 -+ V H -+H V is the canonical 
dinatural then every map in A is an isomorphism. (For any groupoid, all identity 
dinaturals yield isomorphisms.) 
The dinaturals from 1 to H are in natural correspondence with the elements of the 
center of A, usually defined as the endomorphisms of the identity functor. (More 
generally, if F and G are covariant functors from A to B then the dinaturals from 1 to 
the set-valued bifunctor that carries A, B to H(FA)(GB) are in natural correspondence 
with the natural transformations from F to G.) 
Let C denote an arbitrary constant set-valued functor on A. A dinatural from H to 
C is known as a centrulfinction from A to the constant value. That is, iff: A+B and 
y : B-+,4 are maps in A then a dinatural agrees on the endomorphisms .f‘g and gjY 
(When A is the category composed a rectilinear matrices over a ring, then such 
a function has always been known as a central function.) 
Let C be the constant functor whose constant value is the two-element set {0, 1). Fix 
a set of isomorphism-types in the category A. Assuming that A has equalizers, we may 
construct a dinatural from H to C by sending an endomorphism h to the element 1 iff 
the equalizer of h and the identity map is in the chosen set of isomorphism types. (If we 
call the equalizer the “fixed points” then we are using the fact that the fixed points offs 
are in natural correspondence with the fixed points of gf: More generally, we could, for 
any central element c, define the central function that announces whether the 
equalizer of c and h is in the chosen set of isomorphism types. Such equalizers are, of 
course, called “eigen spaces”.) 
The nth external Church numeral has, of late, been interpreted as a dinatural from 
H to H. It sends an endomorphism !I to h”. But Church numerals are not just 
dinaturals. The nth Church numeral works as a structor transformation from H V to 
HI. 
It is worth examining the nature of an endo-transformation of H V. If n denotes 
such a transformation, it is, of course, determined by its behavior on objects (since 
H V is tabular). If {nA : HAA+HAA) is a family of functions indexed by the objects of 
A then it is the behavior on objects of a endo-transformation of H V iff it satisfies the 
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following condition: 
If 
f 
A-B 
h I I h 
A - B. 
then 
A - B. 
The condition that n be dinatural is a weaker condition. It may be stated as the 
condition that, for everyf: A+B and g : B-+A,f(n(gf))=(n(fg))J: That is, it is the 
above diagrammatic condition with the first square replaced with a diagram of the 
form 
A -B 
A - B. 
As Pare taught us in Boulder, there are many dinatural endos of H. Working, say, 
from a category with equalizers, we discover more dinatural endos of H than there are 
isomorphism classes of objects: for any function k from isomorphism types to natural 
numbers, we may construct a dinatural that sends h to hCkCfix h)), where$x(h) is the 
equalizer of h and the identity map. (It is always the case that $x(fg) is isomorphic 
withjx(gf).) The ad hoc nature of the dinatural condition is evident from the original 
Pare example: for Sets, define nh = ifh has an even number of$xed points then h, else the 
identity map. Knowing a “rule” for h is not enough; we must be told exactly which set 
(type) it is being applied to. 
In contrast, note that, for Sets, we may easily show that there are no more 
endomorphisms of H V than we already know. Let n denote such an endomorphism, 
N the set of natural numbers, s the successor map. Define m=nN s(0). For arbitrary 
h:A+A and aEA, letf:N-+A be defined byf(j)=hj(a). 
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Since 
f 
N-A 
s I I 11 
N-A 
commutes, we have 
f 
N - N. 
from which we may infer that (nA h) (a) = k”(a) and, hence (in any “well-pointed” 
category with a “standard” natural numbers object), nA k = k”. 
3. The basic theorems 
Theorem 3.1. If B is a Cartesian closed category with pullbacks then so is the category of 
structorsfiom A to B (any A). 
The construction of pullbacks is naive: given a pair of structor transformations 
S-+U, T-+ U, the pullback P in the category of structors may be constructed by 
choosing, for eachf, a pullback Pfof Sf- U,f; Tf- Uf: (More generally, any limits that 
exist in B will exist ~ using choice ~ in the structor category.) 
Given structors S and T, we construct the exponentiation S-T via the following 
diagram of pullbacks, one such diagram for each f’: A+B: 
J\ J\ 
SA+TA Sf*Tf SB-TB 
Sf+ TA Sf- TB. 
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The upper part of the diagram is the defining span. (S*T)A is understood to be 
SA+TA. The top object is the definition of (S*r)f: The two maps from there down 
to the extreme left and right objects define the span. (The two objects X and Y do not 
need names. The symbols are being used just as place markers.) 
Note that the bottom central span is the result of applying the functor 
AX. (Sj+X) to the span TA+ rf+ TB. This functor is a right adjoint of A Y. Y x Sf) 
and, hence, preserves limits. Hence, it preserves tables and we obtain the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. !f T is a tabular structor then S*T is tabular for any S. 
(It is routine that the diagram of pullbacks above will transfer the tabularity of the 
bottom central span all the way up. It is comforting to remember that there is an easy 
representation theorem that says that it suffices to verify this fact in the category of 
sets.) 
We close this section by showing why the calculus of dinaturals mimics the calculus 
of a Cartesian closed category. Given bifunctors F and G, we will denote the bifunctor 
AXY.FYX*GX Y as F**G. 
Proposition 3.3. [f F and G are bijimctors then ( V F)*(G V ) is isomorphic to (F ** G) V. 
Since, AX. Y=X preserves pullbacks (any Y) the following diagram is a diagram of 
pullbacks: 
FAAaGAA FBA+G Vf FBBaGBB 
\/\J 
BAaGAA FBA=>GBB 
\ J 
FBA-GAB. 
The outer rhombus is itself a pullback (an easy lemma). The outer rhombus is the 
defining pullback diagram for right diagonalizations applied to the case F ** G. 
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Corollary 3.4. The dinatural transformations from H x F to G are in natural correspond- 
ence with the dinatural transformations from H to F **G. (or, if you will, the dinaturals 
form a Cartesian closed non-category). 
The corollary follows immediately from the observation that V (H x F) is isomor- 
phic to (VH)x(VF). 
If F and G are bifunctors then the points of (F**G) V (i.e. the maps targeted thereto 
from the terminator) are, thus, in natural correspondence with the dinatural trans- 
formations from F to G. This is of importance even in the case that F and G are 
covariant functors (i.e. bifunctors constant in the contravariant variable). 
4. Quantification 
Let S be a structor from A to B. The binding of S, denoted as VX.SX, if it exists, is 
defined as the coreflection of S in the subcategory of constant structors. 
If we coerce B into constant structors then the definition translates as follows: 
VX.SX is an object in B; it has a canonical structor transformation to S; it is universal 
among such objects; that is, given any object B in Band structor transformation B+S, 
there is a unique map B-+VX.SX that, when followed by the canonical VX.SX+S, 
yields the given B-+S. 
If F is a bifunctor then the end of F, as defined by Yoneda 30 years ago (and used by 
algebraic topologists ever since), denoted as jxFX, is none other than the binding 
VX.(F V)X. If F is a covariant functor, the end of F, hence the binding of F, coincides 
with the limit of F. That sentence requires coercing covariant functors as covariant 
structors. 
The cobinding of S is defined as its reflection among constant structors. It is denoted 
as 3 X.SX. The co-end of a bifunctor F, denoted as Jx FX is the cobinding 
3X .( V F) X. If F is a covariant functor, the co-end of F, hence the cobinding of the 
coerced F, coincides with the colimit of F. (Honestly, that was not premeditated.) 
Let us recall some standard terminology. A point of an object A is a map thereto 
from the terminator 1 -+A. The object is said to be well-pointed if it has enough points 
to distinguish maps therefrom, i.e. if a map from A to B (any B) is determined by the 
induced function from (1, A) to (1, B). A category is well-pointed if every object is 
well-pointed. Equivalently, if the functor n X .( 1, X) is faithful (which is equivalent, by 
definition, to the condition that 1 is a generator). Note that the condition is, in fact, an 
elementary condition. The condition of well-pointedness resists “internalization”: in 
a CCC the endo-functor ilX. 1+X is not only faithful but also an isomorphism, 
whether the category is well-pointed or not. (The standard definition of concrete for 
categories is the existence of an isomorphism with a subcategory of the category of 
sets and the term should not be used for well-pointedness.) 
The requirement of well-pointedness in the theorems below will have to be replaced 
if we have any hope of axiomatizing the syntactical consequences of structural 
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polymorphism.2 These theorems should be viewed as a “first-run”, as a guide, shall we 
say, to what should be true. We have at least one good model, namely, the category 
PER of partial equivalence relations on the natural numbers. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf B is a well-pointed CCC with pullbacks then, for any A in B, 
VX.(A*X)*X exists and is isomorphic to A. As special cases, we obtain: 
VX.X*X is the terminator; 
VX.A*(B=X) is A x B. 
Moreover, if B is jnitely cocomplete then 
VX. X is the coterminator; 
VX.(X*(X*X)) is 1+ 1; 
VX. (A*X+((B*X)=>X) is A + B. 
In section 5 we will show that cocompleteness is not all that necessary for the last 
three assertions. We will show that if VX. X exists then necessarily it is a coterminator. 
Similarly, if polybool, VX. (X=z-(X*X)), exists then necessarily it is a coproduct of 
the terminator with itself. If VX. (A=X)=-((B*X)+X) exists then necessarily it is 
a coproduct of A and B. 
The theorem itself is a corollary. We recall some more terminology. If T is 
a covariant endo-functor then a T-algebra is an object A together with a map 
a: TA+A. Given another such structure b: TB+B, we say that h: A+B is a map of 
T-algebras if 
Th 
TA - TB 
a I I b 
If the category of T-algebras has a coterminator, it is called an initial T-algebra or 
a free T-algebra. Lambek was the first to discover the delightful proof of the fact that if 
f: TF-tF is a free T-algebra thenfis an isomorphism. There is a good sense in which 
free T-algebras are minimal fixed points of the functor T. (For example, the free 
‘We could, of course, take the axiom scheme of all equations that result from well-pointedness. The 
resulting term model, however, has no chance of satisfying the notoriously nonequational condition of 
well-pointedness. The condition that a free model be well-pointed is the formal essence of what this writer 
has termed “arrogant constructivism”. A humble constructivist is one who claims an existential assertion 
only when he is able to describe an example. An arrogant constructivist is one who claims a universal 
assertion when it is true for every example he can describe. (The formal essence of humble constructivism is 
that the terminator be projective in the free model.) 
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T-algebra, if it exists, is a colimit of the ordinally iterated powers of T applied to the 
coterminator in the original category.) 
An endo-functor on a CCC is said to be a closed functor if there is a natural 
transformation of bifunctors from Xa Y to TX=> T Y that does the expected thing on 
points, that is, if 1 -+X* Y is the result of currying y : X-+ Y then the transformation 
sends it to the currying of Tg : TX-+ T Y. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a closed endo-functor on a CCC with pullbacks. Then, if 
VX. (TX-X)-X exists, there exists an initial T-algebra. If the CCC is well-pointed, 
they are isomorphic and, furthermore, the existence of the initial T-algebra implies the 
existence qf the binding. 
(The previous theorem is an immediate special case: it is the case where T is a constant 
functor.) 
The binding in question is not a Yoneda end: the structor being bound is not the 
diagonalization of a bifunctor. If we renotate the structor as (T-Z)=>Z (where 
I denotes the identity functor) then the closest we can come to a bifunctor is 
(T** I) V *I. Let G denote the binding VX.(( T* *I) V =>I) X. The canonical trans- 
formation from G to (T** I) V =I corresponds to a transformation from (T**Z) V to 
G**Z (where the latter structor is the covariant structor AX.G*X). But this trans- 
formation is not a dinatural transformation from T**Z to G**Z (that is, (T**Z) V is 
not V( T**Z)). It is better than a dinatural transformation. If we view the points of 
(T**Z)A as the T-algebra structures on A, then we may view the transformation as 
assigning to each T-algebra a : TA + A a map na : G +A. The fact that the transforma- 
tion is a structor transformation from ( T** I) V to (G** I) V is equivalent (on points) 
to the following condition: 
Given a : TA+ A and b : TB-t B, let h : A+B be a map of T-algebras. Then 
G-5 Ah’B = G&B. 
The fact that T is a closed functor is used to define a T-algebra structure on G so 
that the maps of the form na are maps of T-algebras. We find ourselves in the 
following situation: the category of T-algebras has an object G with a map assigned to 
each object, with the property that an assigned map followed by any map is still an 
assigned map. Necessarily, the assigned map from G to itself is an idempotent and the 
splitting of that idempotent is necessarily a coterminator. (The existence of pullbacks 
in the original category easily implies that idempotents split in the category of 
T-algebras.) The well-pointedness of the original category is used to show that the 
idempotent in question is the identity map. 
Note: The T-algebra structures on G are in correspondence with the transforma- 
tions from the constant structor TG into (T*Z)*Z and those transformations are in 
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correspondence with the transformations from (T**I) V to (TG**Z)V. The canoni- 
cal T-algebra structure on G is TX**X+(G**X) x (TX**X)+( TG** TX) x 
(TX**X)+TG**X, where the first map is the graph ofthe canonical T**I-+G**Z as 
mentioned above, the second map is the unique use of the fact that T is a closed 
functor and the third map is the “internal composition” structure. 
(Well-pointedness is used as follows: to verify that an idempotent is the identity 
map, it suffices to verify that it is a monomorphism and, for that, it suffices (by 
definition of well-pointedness) to verify that it is monomorphic as far as points are 
concerned. The uniqueness condition in the definition of the binding 
VX.( TX*X)+X says that each point of G yields a unique assignment of points in 
T-algebras. That is, the collection of assigned maps from G to T-algebras is a jointly 
monomorphic collection of maps as far as points are concerned: if a pair of points of 
G is carried to a singleton by the assigned idempotent then it would be carried to 
a singleton by each assigned map (because each assigned map is unchanged when 
precomposed with the idempotent). Hence, the pair is necessarily a singleton, the 
idempotent is a monomorphism and the idempotent is the identity map.) 
The best-known example of an initial T-algebra is the case when T is the functor 
AX. 1 + X and the result is the Lawvere definition of natural numbers object (NNO). 
The last theorem then specializes to 
“polynat and NNO agree”, 
where polynat (sometimes “polyint”) is VX.(X+X)+(X*X). The reason why the 
bindings agree is that the structors that are being bound agree. Using the usual 
notation for CCCs, this is the assertion 
x’xl+^ L(XX)‘X“, 
a formula we learned at school. 
Note that the structor whose binding is the free T-algebra is, by Proposition 3.2, 
always a tabular structor. Proposition 4.3 may be interpreted as saying that the 
binding of a tabular structor is a subtype of the more traditional interpretations of 
second-order universal quantification. Bear in mind that the maps that comprise the 
canonical transformation V X . S X + S are jointly monomorphic (true for any coreflec- 
tion); hence, there is some sense in saying that the binding is embedded in the (huge) 
product, over all maps,f; of the Sf’s. The previous interpretations of “VX” would use 
only thosef’s that are identity maps. 
Proposition 4.3. If S is a tabular structor then the family of maps of the form 
VX.SX-+SA, indexed by objects A, is jointly monomorphic. 
5. Some from all 
The goal of this section is to prove the following result. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let S he a structor from A to B, the latter a well-pointed CCC with 
pullbacks. Then 
3X.SX = VX.(VY.(SY*X))*X. 
(The equality is in the strongest sense given that the two sides are definite descriptions 
only up to an isomorphism: any example of either side is an example of the other side. 
In particular, if enough bindings exist then enough cobindings exist.) 
First, however, a number of matters of importance must be established, one of 
which is the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Let S be an endo-structor on a well-pointed CCC and let !S denote 
VX.(SX)*X. There is a canonical transformation S+AX.(!S)-X which is an isomor- 
phism if it can be and is, in any case, the rgjlection of S among structors of thejbrm 
AX.A=X (i.e. internally representable covuriant ,functors). 
Let S! denote 3X.(SX) x X. There is a canonical transformation S+AX.X+(S!) 
which is an isomorphism if it can be and is, in any case, the r@ection of S among structors 
qf the form AX.X*A (i.e. internally representable contravariant functors). 
We must first review the relation between various notions of representable functors. 
Perhaps, the importance of working with representables has not been conveyed 
properly to the computer science community. Let us redo the definition of VX. and 
3X. in this powerful language introduced in the 1950s by Grothendieck. 
We say that a covariant set-valued functor is representable if it is isomorphic to 
a functor of the form AX.(A, X). We will freely use the Yoneda lemma, that any 
natural transformation between representable functors comes from a unique map 
between their representers (.f’: A+B induces a transformation from AX.(B, X) 
to AX.(A, X)). It is an easy consequence that representers are unique up to an 
isomorphism. 
Given categories A and B, let K: B+S?r(A, B) be the functor that sends B to KB, the 
constant structor whose constant value is B. (Assuming that A is nonempty, K is a full 
embedding.) Given a structor S from A to B, we ask whether the set-valued functor 
AX.(S, KX) is representable. If it is representable, we denote its representer by 
3 X. SX. (This definition is just a translation of the previous definition of the cobinding 
of S.) 
We may easily dualize to the case of representable contravariant functors and 
define the binding, VX.SX, to be the representer ~ it is exists - of the set-valued 
contravariant functor A X .(K X, S). 
A covariant endo-functor on a CCC is internally representable if it is isomorphic to 
a functor of the form AX.A*X. The Yoneda lemma for this case requires well- 
pointedness on the CCC for the uniqueness condition: let HA denote a representable, 
F an arbitrary closed endo-functor, and n:HA+F a natural transformation. We 
obtain a distinguished point (i.e. map from the terminator) I+A=A+FA, where the 
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left arrow is the currying of the identity map and the right arrow is II at A. 
Well-pointedness says that the behavior of II is determined by this point of FA: n at X, 
i.e. the map A*X+FX, is known by its behavior on points l+A=X; any point is the 
currying of a map x : A+X and the naturality of n forces 
1X-,4*X J-+FX=l-L FA 3 Fx. 
The embedding (1, FA)+(HA, F) specializes to the embedding (1, HB(A))-+(HA, HB). 
But HB(A) is (B, A). Hence, well-pointedness says that H induces an embedding of 
a CCC into its category of endo-functors. The fact that it is a full embedding does not 
use well-pointedness: given any point a : l+ FA, we define ci : HA -+ F so that 6 at X is 
the map A*X + FA*FX -+ FX, where the left arrow is part of the closed structure 
on F and the right arrow is the evaluation at a. 
The proof of the second half of Theorem 5.2 is similar to the proof of the first half. 
For the first half, let S be an endo-structor on a CCC, and let A denote the binding 
VX.SX=PX. Then ( Y, A) is naturally equivalent to (K Y, S=-I) and the latter is 
equivalent to (S, K Y=sZ). But KY-I is none other than H Y. That is, (S, H Y) is 
representable if viewed as a covariant set-valued functor from the subcategory of 
representables; the representer is HA. (We are using, heavily, the equivalence 
(HA, HY)+( Y, A).) The natural equivalence (natural on Y) from (S, HY) to 
(HA, H Y) (i.e. the representability of the functor A Y. (S, H Y)) is equivalent to the 
assertion that HA is the reflection of S in the full subcategory of internally represent- 
able covariant structors: define the reflector map S+HA to be the element of (S, HA) 
that is carried by the natural equivalence to the identity element of (HA, HA). It is 
routine to verify that every map of the form S-H Y factors uniquely through the 
reflector map S-HA. 
We may, thus, use bindings to find the representers of internally representable 
functors: if F is HA then surely (F, H Y) is equivalent to (HA, H Y) and VX. FX=aX 
exists and is isomorphic to A. The existence of the binding does not, of course, imply 
representability. We will need to know how to infer that a functor is internally 
representable. We pause to observe some properties of such functors. 
If F is an internally representable covariant functor then the set-valued functor 
/1X.(1, FX) is representable and the representers are the same. We are saying only 
that (1, AaX)=(A, X). 
Internally representable functors are structurally continuous, that is, if F is an 
internally representable covariant functor on B then, for any A and structor S 
from A to B, if the binding VX.SX exists then so does VX.F(SX), i.e. F(VX.SX). 
We are saying only that (KB, KA=>S)=(KB x KA, S)=(KB x KA, VX.SX)=(KB, 
KA=sVX.SX). (That is, KA*VX.SX represents the contravariant set-valued functor 
that is used to define the binding VX.A=aSX.) 
If A is empty, this says that Fl = 1. If A is the discrete category with just two identity 
maps, this says that F preserves binary products 
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Internally representable functors are closed functors: the closed structure on 
/1X.A=X is the canonical map that sends X*Y to (A=>X)*(A=Y). 
We will say that a functor F which preserves finite products also preserves internal 
powers if the canonical map F(B*X)-+B*FX is an isomorphism. The canonical 
map is the result of currying B x F(B*X)-+( l*B) x F(B=-X)+(Fl+FB) x 
F(B=>X)+FB x F(B=X)+F(B x (B*X))-+FX, where the first map is the obvious 
isomorphism, the second map is the unique use of the closed structure on F, the third 
uses Fl = 1 (i.e. that F preserves empty products), the fourth map uses that F preserves 
binary products and the fifth map is F applied to the evaluation map. Internally 
representable functors are easily seen to preserve internal powers: /IX.AdX 
preserves B=-X because A*(B+X) = B*(A+X). 
Lemma 5.3. If F is a closed endo+tctor on a CCC then it is internally representable 
ifs 
(i) the set-valued ,finctor A X.(1, FX) is representable, 
(ii) F preserves finite products, 
(iii) F preserves internal powers. 
(Condition (ii) is a needed only to define condition (iii).) If F satisfies the con- 
ditions then FX and A*X represent the same set-valued contravariant functor, 
where A is the representer of (1, F). That is, (B, FX)g(l, B+FX)zz(l, F(B*X))z 
(A, B=S-X)E(B, AaX). 
Lemma 5.4. If F is a closed endo-functor on a well-pointed CCC then it is internally 
representable iff 
(i) the binding VX.FX*X exists, 
(ii) F is structurally continuous, 
(iii) F preserves internal powers. 
Let A denote the binding VX.FX*X. Using the last lemma, it suffices to show that 
the set-valued functor n X .( 1, FX) is representable. A standard transformation of the 
problem of showing that a given set-valued functor T is representable is to move to 
El(T), the “category of elements of T”. The objects are pairs (x, B), where x is an 
element of T(B). A map from (x, B) to ( y, C ) is a mapf: B+C such that T(f) carries 
x to y. If T is the functor AX.(A, X) then the identity element of (A, A) is a co- 
terminator for El(T) and, conversely, if El(T) has a coterminator (a, A) then the 
transformation from AX.(A, X) to T that sends the identity element to a is an 
isomorphism. Mac Lane called (a, A) the “universal element” of T. In the case at 
hand, the elements of n X.(1, FX) are the “points of F”. We seek a “universal point” 
of F(A). 
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The structural continuity of F says that the points of F(A) are in natural corres- 
pondence with the points of the binding VX. F(FX+X) and the fact that F preserves 
internal powers says that we may replace the last binding with VX. FX+FX, which 
therefore, has a standard canonical point. We, therefore, define a: 1 +F(A) to be the 
unique point such that for each X, 1 +F(A)-+F(FX*X)+FX*FX is the currying 
of the identity map, where the first map is a, the second map is F applied to the 
canonical map from the binding to the value at X and the third map is the isomor- 
phism that defines preservation of internal powers. 
The point a has a map assigned to each object in the category of points of F, i.e., 
given x: 1 -+FX define A+X to be A+FX*X+l=X+X, where the first map is the 
same canonical map as that referred to in the last paragraph, from a binding to the 
value at X, the second map is x*X and the third map is the standard isomorphism. 
Then F(A-+X) carries a to x. Moreover, if y: 1 -+FX andf:X+ Y are such that F(f) 
carries x to y, then the assigned map from A to Y is the composition of the assigned 
map to X followed by,f: 
We are in the same situation as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, a category with an 
object W with a map assigned to each object, such that any assigned map followed by 
any map is an assigned map. The assigned endomorphism on W is necessarily an 
idempotent which, when split, is a coterminator for the category. We are, thus, done if 
we are working with a category in which idempotents split. We will have shown that 
/1X.(1, FX) is representable and, by Lemma 5.3, therefore, F is internally represent- 
able. Moreover, well-pointedness says that it must be representable by the binding 
VX.FXaX, that is, it must be representable by A. Indeed, the assigned 
endomorphism is necessarily the identity map. For the general case, one may either 
do an elaborate diagram chase to verify the last fact, or one may formally split 
the idempotents of the original category and notice that everything must still 
hold. 
For the proof of Theorem 5.1, we will be considering the endo-functor 
F = AX.V Y(S Y+X). We wish to show that F is structurally continuous and that it 
preserves internal powers. For the first, let T be a structor from C to B such that the 
binding VZ.TZ exists. We must analyze the representability of the functor 
which sends B to (KB, AZ. F( T(Z)))=(KB, AZ. VY. S Y=TZ). The last is 
isomorphic, by definition of bindings, to (B, VZ.(V Y. SY* TZ)) = (B, VZ. F( TZ)). 
That F preserves internal powers means that V Y.(S Y*(BaX))= 
B=sV Y.(S YaX), which is a fact none other than the structural continuity of 
AX. B+X. 
If 3X.SX exists then, by definition of cobindings, AX.(l, FX) is representable. 
Hence, by Lemma 5.3, F is internally representable by the same object, the cobinding, 
and, by Theorem 5.2, that object is isomorphic to VX.FX=>X = VX. 
(V Y.(S Y+X))*X. That is one half of Theorem 5.1. 
If VX.(VY.(S Y+X))=>X exists then Lemma 5.4 says that F is internally represent- 
able by that object, a fortiori, AX. (1, FX) is representable by the same object, which, 
by the definition of cobindings, is 3X. SX. That is the other half of Theorem 5.1. 
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In Theorem 4.1. we asserted that 
t/X.X is the coterminator, 
VX. X*(X*X) is 1+ 1, 
VX.(A*X)*((B-X)*X) is A +B. 
The proof is an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1, specialized to the case where A is 
discrete. 
We close this section with the curious subject of pseudo-adjoints. Let F be 
a covariant endo-functor on a CCC. Define its left pseudo-adjoint, G, to be the functor 
such that GA = V X. (A*FX)*X. If F has a “left-internal-adjoint” then G is it, that is, 
if there is any functor G’ such that G’A=B is naturally equivalent to A*FB then 
G = G’. Similarly, given G, define its right pseudo-adjoint F to be the functor such that 
FB=(lX. GXdB) x X. 
The question is: Are there pseudo-adjoints of interest? The fact is that plain 
ordinary internal adjoints are not really interesting: if G is the internal left adjoint of 
F then F is internally representable (by GZ) and any internally representable F has an 
internal left adjoint (AX. A x X is the left adjoint of /1X. A*X). Dually, if G has an 
internal right adjoint then G =A X. (GZ) x X and its right adjoint is AX. GZ+X. 
6. Realizing the PER Model 
If every structor targeted at B has a binding then every functor targeted at B has 
a limit and it is a theorem in classical foundations that B is a pre-ordered set, i.e. 
a category in which there is never more than one element in (A, B) for any pair of 
objects. We will consider such examples to be trivial. It is remarkable that there is 
a nontrivial example in the realizability universe. In this communication we will work 
only with the externally visible consequences of that fact. 
As usual, per is the category whose objects are partial-equivalence relations on the 
natural numbers. A recursive partial function f names a map from one such A to 
another B iff n{A} m implies (fn) {B} (fm) for all n and m. “n {A} m” means that n is 
related by A to m. It is to be understood that (fn){BS (fm) says, in particular, that fir 
and ,fm are defined. Another recursive partial function, y, names the same map iff 
n(A) m implies (fn) {B) (ym) for all n and m. 
per is a CCC. To construct A-B, let n‘m denote the values of a binary recursive 
partial operation with the property that every recursive partial map is of the form 
3.x. n‘x for some n. Construct A*B as the PER such that n(A-B} m iff (n‘x) {B) (m‘y) 
whenever x {A} y. (The construction of products, pullbacks and equalizers is straight- 
forward.) 
We will write x:A for x(A) x and [x:,4] for the equivalence class {ylx{A}y). If 
n: A=B then [n: A=>B] denotes the map named by n (that is, the map ix. n‘x). 
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We will concentrate on endo-structors, that is, structors from per to itself. We do 
not consider all structors but only those that are “realizable”. For a first definition: S is 
realizable if, as does any endo-structor, it sends maps, f: A-B, to spans 
SA SB, 
but with the further condition that there exist numbers a and b such that if Lx. n‘x 
describes f then ix. a‘n‘x describes lf and 1.x. b‘n‘x describes rf: This is uniform onf; 
that is, a and b do not depend on f but work for all possiblef: A-B. We further insist 
that a‘1 = 1 = b‘l, where we are using the standard convention that, in the absence of 
parentheses, u‘u‘w=(~‘v)‘w and that /‘x=x for all x. 
Characteristic of the subject is that there is no condition on the objects that occur 
but there is a severe condition on the maps. The severity of the condition on maps 
makes it surprising that there are so many realizable structors. (Knowing that the 
realizability topos is a rich foundation for mathematics was important in knowing 
that this condition which is equivalent to the existence of the structor in that 
topos ~ will be satisfied by every structor we encounter in the natural course of affairs.) 
Note that in the above diagram the notation “Sf” can be misleading -it should 
really be S(f: A+B). We wish to move to a notation where all lowercase letters refer 
to numbers. When we do so, “Sf” will be seriously misleading. 
Starting again, a realizable structor is a triple (S, 1, r), where S is a function from 
per to partial equivalence relations and 1, r are natural numbers. The triple must 
satisfy the following condition: if n{A*B}m then (I‘n) {S[n: A*B]-SA} (I‘m) and 
(r‘n){S[n:A=sB]=sSB}(r‘m); l‘l= 1 =r‘l. We did not have to state that 
S[n:AaB]=S[m: A=sB], because n{A=s-B} m implies-indeed, is equivalent 
too[n: A+B]=[m:A*B]. It is understood that SA means S[l: A=-A]. 
(Reverting to the original notation, we may rephrase this whole definition in the 
following terms: given a procedure for computing f: A+B, we can compute the two 
maps in the span SAcSf-+SB. We need to know what A and B are in order to know 
what the objects in the span are; we need not know what A and B are in order to know 
what the maps in the span are; we do need a procedure forf (not just its behavior); and 
procedures for the two maps in the spans are themselves computable from the 
procedure for f by a pair of “meta-procedures”.) 
We can now define a realizable functor as the one whose corresponding structor is 
realizable.3 In the covariant case, this simplifies to the following: F is realizable if there 
3 A remarkable feature of this definition is that every realizable covariant functor has a fixed point, that is, 
an object A such that FA= A. Argue as follows: from 1‘1 = 1 we infer that if A is contained (as a subset of 
N x N) in B then FA is contained in FB; F, in other words, yields an order-preserving function on the 
complete lattice of partial equivalence relations; any such function has a fixed point (Tarski). 
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exists a numberfsuch that F [n : A=c-B] = [(f‘n) : FA*FB] andf‘ 1 = 1. (Of course, for 
the contravariant case, simply transpose one of the A, B pairs.) 
A transformation h from S to T is a realizable transformation of structors if there is 
a number t such that t‘n always names h[n: A-B]), that is, if h[n: A*B] = 
[(t‘n):S[n:A+B]=T[n:A+B]]. We do not require t‘l=l. 
We can define a realizable transformation of functors F-G as being one that 
corresponds to a realizable transformation of the corresponding structors. It simplifies 
to the following: a natural transformation (in the usual sense) that is given by 
a uniform procedure, that is, a single number n such that FA+GA is always named 
by n. (The “n” of this paragraph is 7’1” of the last paragraph. The condition t‘l = 1 
would allow only the identity transformation of functors.) 
If we were to go to structors of several variables and define realizability in that 
generality, we could derive the right notions of realizable functors and transforma- 
tions for several variables. Since we are avoiding such structors for the moment, we 
will stipulate that a bifunctor F, contravariant in its first variable, covariant in the 
second, is a realizable bifunctor if there exists a number f such that 
F[n:Al*A2] [m:Bl-B2]=[(f ‘n‘m):F(A2)(Bl)=-F(Al)(B2)]. A transformation 
from F to G is a realizable transformation of bifunctors if there is a single number 
n such that FAB-+GAB is always named by n. 
The number f used in the description of realizable functors on one variable serves as 
the number n in the description of realizable transformations of functors to yield 
a transformation from X+ Y to FX-F Y; hence, Proposition 6.1 follows. 
Proposition 6.1. Every realizable functor is a closed functor. 
One should check the following result. 
Proposition 6.2. If F and G are realizable functors then so are F x G and F ** G. 
Beginning with the easy fact that constant functors are realizable, one may build 
a reasonable family of realizable functors. 
It is routine that the left diagonalization of a realizable bifunctor is a realizable 
structor and that realizable transformations are carried to realizable transformations 
of the corresponding left diagonalizations. It is not exactly routine that this works for 
right diagonalizations. The problem is with the condition 1‘1 = 1 =r‘l. Consider the 
pullback diagram that defines the right diagonalization for [n :A=>B], 
FV[n:A*B] 
J \ 
FAA FBB 
\ J 
FAB. 
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F V [n: A+B] will be constructed by treating numbers as ordered pairs by some 
chosen bijective pairing function (for the record, (al, bl ) {F V [n : AaB]} (~2, b2) 
iff al {FAA) ~2, bl {FBB) b2 and (f’l‘n‘ul) {FAB} (f‘n‘l ‘bl)). 1 and Y will name the 
two projection operations for the pairing function. If A = B and n = 1, we obtain 
identity functions on the lower half of the rhombus but not the top. Any attempt to 
modify the construction of pullbacks to avoid this problem seems doomed: it is 
undecidable when n {A=A} 1. 
So, we pause to consider why we insisted, at the beginning of the subject, that 
structors carry identity maps to identity spans. The alternative is a necessarily more 
complicated definition: define a constructor from A to B to be a quadruple of functions 
(SO, SM, SL, SR ), where SO is a function from objects to objects, SM a function from 
maps to objects, SL and SR functions from maps to maps so that, for anyf: A-B, we 
obtain a well-formed diagram: 
SM(f 1 
SW) 
/\ 
SW) 
SO(A) SO (9, 
with the further condition that iffis an identity map then SL(f) and SR(f) are the 
same isomorphism. (If this last condition were to be dropped then the resulting notion 
would coincide with the notion of a structor from A h to B, where A h is the category 
that results when new idenity maps are formally adjoined, one per object.) 
A transformation between constructors is a pair (to, tm), where to is a function 
from objects to maps and tm is a function from maps to maps such that, for every 
f: A+B, we obtain a commutative diagram: 
SL(S) SF(f 1 
SO(A) - SM(.f) - SO(B) 
to(A) tm(.f 1 to(B) 
TO(A) TL(/) TM(f) TF(~.; TO(B). 
The construction of right diagonalizations and of SaT (to come) naturally yield 
constructors, not structors. However, there is, for each constructor, a canonical 
isomorphism in the category of constructors to a structor, the latter called, of course, 
its deconstruction. The isomorphism in question is uniquely identified by the require- 
ment that tm has only identity maps as values. (Indeed, for any transformation 
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between constructors to is determined by tm.) The category of structors appears as 
a full subcategory of the category of constructors; its inclusion functor is half of an 
equivalence of categories, the other half being deconstruction; from structors to 
constructors and back to structors is the identity operation. From constructors to 
structors and back to constructors (reconstruction?) is isomorphic to the identity 
functor. The isomorphism is canonical; it does not require choice. 
Note: The easiest definition of a realizable constructor is a constructor whose 
deconstruction is a realizable structor. If we did not have the notion of structor, the 
definition would have to be something like the following: a quadruple (SO, SM, 1, r, i), 
where SO is a function from objects to objects, SM is a function from maps to objects, 
I, r, i are numbers, subject to the following conditions: 
if n(A*Bj m then (l‘n) (S[n:A*B]+SA} (I‘m) and (r‘n) {S[n: A~B]~SB} (r(m); 
i:(SO(A)=>SM[l :A*A]); (I‘l‘(i‘x)){SO(A)}x and (r‘l‘(i‘x)) {SO(A))x for all 
x:SO(A); (i‘(l‘l‘x)) /SM[l :A*A]} x and (i‘(r‘l‘x)) {SM[l:A=A]}x for all 
x:SM[I:A~A]. 
I take this a further evidence that the definition of structor is to be preferred over 
constructor as the primitive notion. 
(If F V denotes the right diagonalization as a constructor then F VA = FAA; 
/‘n‘( a, b) = a; r‘n‘( a, b) = b. If it denotes the deconstructor then F V A is defined by: 
(al, ~2) {FIA} (a3,u4) iff (al) {FAA}(a2){FAA} (~3) {FAA}(a4);I‘n‘(a, b)= 
(a,a);r‘n‘(a,b)=(b,b);i‘a=(a,a).) 
By the category of realizable endo-structors we understand that the objects are 
realizable structors of per and the maps are realizable transformations. 
Proposition 6.3. The category of realizuble endo-structors is a CCC with pullbacks. 
The construction of exponentiation in Section 3 yields a constructor, the decon- 
struction of which clearly suffices. (That construction would yield objects that are to 
be viewed as equivalence relations on ordered pairs of ordered pairs. We could use 
ordered triples instead, since the pairs of pairs are all of the form ((a, b), (b, c)).) 
In this context, we understand that the binding of a structor is the coreflection from 
the category of realizable endo-structors down to the full subcategory of constant 
structors. 
Theorem 6.4. Euery realizable endo-structor has a binding. 
There is, of course, a proof that uses the general adjoint functor theorem inside the 
realizability topos. It translates to the following construction for a realizable structor 
(S,1,r):letVX.SXbethePERdefinedonorderedpairsby(a,x)(VX.SX}(b,y) 
iff (a‘n‘x) (S[n:A=>B]} (b‘m‘y), (l‘n‘(a‘n‘x)){SA}(a‘l‘x) and (r‘n‘(a‘n‘x)){SB} 
(a‘l‘x), whenever n{A*l?} m. The canonical transformation VX. SX-tS is named by 
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t if t‘n‘( a, x) =u‘n‘x. If b names a transformation from a constant structor B to S, let 
c be a number such that c‘x=( b, x). Then 
B’..IVX.SXAS = BhS. 
The uniqueness of the map named by c is easily verified. (The referee suggested ‘You 
might want to comment on the fact that it seems a little miracle that the construction 
works. What you are doing is “the same” as trying to define the product of two objects 
A, B as the “set” of (x, X,J g), where x is an element of X,f: X+,4, g : X+B. Besides, 
this being very large, it hardly can satisfy surjective pairing. Here the miracle seems to 
be the possibility of discarding X’.) 
In Proposition 4.3 we stated that if S is a tabular structor then VX.SX is 
a subobject of the product of all the SA’s. In the realizability topos that product can be 
seen to be the intersection (in the lattice of subsets of N x N) of the SA’s. That is, if S is 
tabular then the map that sends (a, x) in VX.SX to (a, 1,x) in nX.SX is 
a monomorphism in the category per. 
This is, however, misleading. Subobjects are not necessarily sub-PERs. We will say 
that A is a sub-type of B if 1: A=B, that is, A is included in B as a subset of N x N. A is 
a sub-per of B if, further, [l : A-B] is a monomorphism (i.e. x {A) y iff x : A, y : A and 
x(B) Y). 
If n : C*B then define the pseudo-image of II to be the sub-PER A of B such that y : A 
iff there exists x : C with n‘x = Y.~ The map [n : C+A] need not be an isomorphism 
even when it is a monomorphism. The condition that it be an isomorphism translates 
to this: there is a number m such that m‘(n‘x){Cj x f or all x : C (using the assumption 
that [n : C=A] is monomorphic). 
We will say that a realizable structor (S, 1, r) is well-tabulated if it is tabular and if 
S[n : A+B]+(SA) x (SB) is uniformly isomorphic to its pseudo-image, that is, if there 
exists a single number w such that w‘n‘(l‘n‘x)‘(r‘n‘x) {S[n: A*B]} x whenever 
n:(A*B) and x:S[n:A=>B]. 
Theorem 6.5. Any right diugonulizution of a realizable bijiinctor is well-tabulated. If T is 
well-tabulated then S*T is well-tabulated for any S. 
We can transport the entire subject to the context of constructors to obtain the 
following result. 
Corollary 6.6. The constructors that arise in the interpretation of standard polymorphic 
lambda culculus are all well-tabulated; hence, the structural interpretation of universal 
quuntijicution yields a sub-PER of the MoggiLHylund interpretation. 
4Note that pseudo-images are not well-defined on maps: n{C>A} m does not imply that n and m have 
the same-nor even isomorphic -pseudo-images. For a standard image of [n: A-B] (that is, for a name for 
the smallest subobject of the target through which the map factors) define the PER D by x{D} y iff x, y: A 
and (n‘x){B} (n‘y). D is not a subtype of B but A is a subtype of D. 
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The Bainbridge-Freyd-Scedrov-Scott interpretation yields a sub-PER between the 
structural and the M-H interpretation. We do not, at present, have a separating 
example to show that the sub-PERs obtained are ever actually different. 
Cobindings are easily constructed: if (S, I, r ) is a realizable structor, let 3X. SX be 
the least PER such that x:gX.SX and (1‘n‘x)(3X.SX}(r‘n‘x) whenever 
x: S[n: ‘4-B-J. 
We close with the observation that all endo-structors are, in fact, isomorphic to 
realizable endo-structors. Let S be an arbitrary endo-structor. Define the realizable 
constructor s^ by keeping the same values on objects but taking s^[n :A=sB] to be the 
PER defined on triples by 
whenever x {S[n : A *B]} y. If S itself is realizable then the isomorphism is realizable. 
Strangely, this allows us to define realizable transformations between arbitrary 
endo-structors to obtain a structor category equivalent to the one we have been using. 
7. Caveat 
This notion of polymorphism (unlike the “functorial” or “dinatural” notion) satis- 
fies the criterion that VX. (TX*X)=>X be the free T-algebra. It does not, as defined 
above, satisfy Edmund Robinson’s criterion that the quantification of equivalent 
things be equivalent. There is no problem in seeing that isomorphic structors have 
isomorphic bindings and cobindings. The problem comes when the domain of 
a structor is replaced by a naturally equivalent category. 
There is an easy patch: adjoin the condition that whenever f: A+B is an isomor- 
phism then so must be the two maps in the span 
SA SB. 
The trouble is that it is too obviously a patch. 
It is just possible that this criterion is not entirely appropriate for computer science. 
There are examples of bounded quantification where it is not clear whether replacing 
the bounding object with an isomorphic object should yield isomorphic results. 
